5 ways to place TASKS BEFORE APPS

1. **COLLABORATE**
   Working together is more than accessing the same document from two different devices. Share a screen to discuss, compromise and create a product.

2. **QUESTION**
   Typing in a question won’t always give you an answer. Leverage the power of digital tools to explore the world and answer questions that haven’t been asked yet.

3. **CONNECT**
   An authentic audience breathes life into tech-rich and low-tech tasks. Digital tools can connect students with readers, listeners and viewers of their work.

4. **CREATE**
   Open-ended creation tools give students a space to demonstrate their understanding. Students can capture their voice, record video and tell the story of their learning.

5. **WONDER**
   Providing a safe space to ask questions gives purpose to learning activities inside the classroom. Empower students as content consumers and creators.

New book from Monica Burns now available on Amazon